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Data types may be considered as objects in any suitable category, and need not 
necessarily be ordered structures or many-sorted algebras. Arrays may be specified 
having as parameter any object from a category J.f with finite products and 
eoproducts, if products distribute over coproducts. The Lehmann-Smith least 
fixpoint approach to recursively-defined data types is extended by introducing the 
dual notion of greatest fixpoint, which allows the definition of infinite lists and trees 
without recourse to domains bearing a partial order structure. Finally, the least 
fixpoint approach is shown allowing the definition of queues directly in terms of 
stacks, rather than through a separate equational specification. 
1. WHAT IS A DATA TYPE.'? 
The notion "recursively defined data type" has two meanings: Perhaps the 
one more common in the literature on abstract specification is that in which 
it is the individual data type which receives the recursive definition, as in the 
definition 
L=I+A×L 
for (possibly empty) lists of elements from A. It is in this sense that we shall 
use a recursively defined data type in this paper. On the other hand, in a 
language with structured ata types as in PASCAL,  we may say that it is the 
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family of data types which is recursively defined: we start with certain basic 
data types, and then recursively define new data types through the use of 
arrays, records, files, pointers, etc. When we have a scheme for such 
building, e.g., arrays built from an arbitrary data type, we may speak of the 
scheme as a parametrized ata type. In this paper we build on the work of 
earlier authors to offer a somewhat eclectic approach to both types of 
specification which (although using some basic machinery from categorical 
algebra) seems to be more "intuitive" than other formal approaches, without 
losing rigor. In this Introduction, we give a general overview of the 
constraints from which we free our data types, and then provide a more 
detailed evelopment in subsequent sections. 
Scott (1977) has argued that recursively defined data types are to be 
determined by successive approximation, and should thus be defined in some 
category Dora of ordered structures, uch as complete lattices or m-cpos. By 
extension, then, there is a school of thought which views a data type as being 
simply an object of a suitable category Dora. 
Other authors (e.g., Guttag, 1977; Goguen et al., 1975; Liskov and Zilles, 
1974) have stressed that a data type encompasses not only a carrier (e.g., the 
set of integers), but also operations (e.g., addition, test for positivity), and 
that these operations may involve sets other than the carrier (e.g., 
Bool = {true, false}). An abstract specification of a data type is then to be 
given by a set of equations the operations must satisfy (or, more generally, a
set of conditional specifications that these and other "hidden" operations 
must satisfy). A data type is then to be seen as some generalized variety of 
many-sorted algebras. 
Our general viewpoint will be as follows: 
(i) Data types are objects of a suitable category. 
(ii) In general, order structure need not be placed on the objects of 
the category. To the extent hat successive approximations determine a recur- 
sively defined data type, they will arise naturally as chains of morphisms in 
a limit construction (but not in a colimit construction). 
(iii) While equational specification is appropriate for certain data 
types, there will often be direct constructions which are more "natural" from 
a programming viewpoint. For example, we shall show how to construct a
queue from a stack, rather than giving it a direct equational specification) 
which would say nothing of the normal FIFO versus LIFO relation between 
queue and stack). 
We shall give examples of what we mean by (i) in Section 2, turn to (ii) in 
Section 3, and treat (iii) in Section 4. Section 2 is elementary, to give the 
flavor of our approach; Sections 3 and 4 are more technical in their use of 
category theory. 
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2. "ARRAY"  AS A PARAMETRIZED DATA TYPE 
The dictum "data types are objects in a suitable category" has the 
corollary that "parametrized ata types are ways of constructing objects 
from other objects (the parameters)," it being left open as to what categories 
the objects belong to. Perhaps as fundamental a parametrized data type as 
any is the array. 
array 1 .. .  n of  C 
is a data type whose carrier is the nth Cartesian power of the carrier of the 
data type C, and which comes equipped with operations for reading and 
assigning any one of the n components. The point to be stressed is that C 
need not be a set; it could be a file or record or stack of records of files, etc. 
In each case, the components of the array are not to be seen as set elements, 
but rather as structured entities subject o the operations of the data type C. 
Category theory is well suited to handle this sort of situation. For 
example, the familiar definition of Cartesian product, A 1 ×A2= {(al,a2) [
a 1 C A 1, a2 C A2}, of two sets A and B, receives the following generalization: 
DEFINITION. In a category J~/~, an object A equipped with two morphisms 
pq:A-~A 1 and prE :A- - *A  2 is said to be the product  ofA  1 and A 2 if for 
every pair of morphismsfl : C -~ A 1 andf2 : C ~ A 2 there is a unique f :  C -r A 
such that pr  i • f = f,. as shown in the "commutative" display 
A 
2 
A~ f l  L A 2 • 
C 
(In the category Set of sets and functions, take A = A 1 × A 2, p r j (a  I , a2)= ai ,  
f ( c )  = (f,(c), f2(c)).) 
Thinking of the notion of product as "array in miniature," we make the 
following observations which bear upon the general notion of a parametrized 
data type: 
(a) The definition makes sense in every category. 
(b) However, in a given category it is a matter to be determined 
whether (i) every pair of objects has a product; or (ii) if a given pair of 
objects has a product. 
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(c) If the product of two objects exists, it is a unique up to unique 
isomorphism• 
Combining observations (a) and (b), it will often prove convenient, when 
giving a general categorical construction (parametric data-type 
specification), to place restrictions on the category ~ which guarantee that 
the construction goes through for all choices of the objects (parameters). To 
illustrate, we now give a general definition of array 1 ... n of C, first working 
with Set, and then generalizing the construction so that it works in a broad 
class of categories J{'. 
Consider, then, the data type consisting of arrays of length n with entries 
from the set C. It is given by the set Cll together with two maps as follows, 
where [n] denotes the set {1 ..... n}: 
cll x [nl -~ C, (x, i) ~ x[i] = pri(x ), 
(2.1) 
C"xCx  [n]-,Cll, ((c 1 ..... Cn), C, i) F--+ (¢ 1 . . . . .  Ci__ l ,C ,  C i+ 1 . . . . .  e l l ) ,  
where the latter makes possible the assignment x[i] :-- c. 
We may say that if C is an object Of the category Set, then array 1 ... n of 
C is an object of the functor category (see, e.g., Arbib and Manes, 1975, 
p. 153) Set a, where A is the category 
. --~ • 
(2.2) 
• --~ . 
with 4 objects and 2 nonidentity morphisms as shown. We wish to view 
array 1 ... n of (.) as a functor X from Set to Set a. Its action on objects is 
given by (2.1), while its action on morphisms sends f :C~D to 
Xf  : XC --, XD with 
c"  x [nl , c c"  x c x [ . l  , c "  
D" X [n] ,D  Dn×Dx[n]  ,D  n 
which do commute for any function f 
Clearly, the above definition only uses some very general properties of Set. 
Let us then define X= array 1 ... n of (.) in the following general setting: 
has finite products and coproducts (including a terminal 
object 1), and A × -preseryes coproducts for each object A of 
(2.3) 
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Generalizing our previous notation, write [n] for the coproduct of n copies 
of 1. We first define C n as the product of n copies of C, and then define 
C" X [n] --, C by Fig. 1, 
cnx inj 
cn_= Cn×l J. cnx,[n] 
FIGURE 1 
while C n X C X [n] -~ C" is defined by 
c"xcx  , c "  
c"xcxi"Jm J 
C"XCXI  
?11 
C C"xC 
gjk 
where 
g~, = Pr2, if j = k, 
= pr k • prl, if not. 
Extending the definition to morphisms, (array 1 ... n of) (f) ,  is a 
straightforward exercise, and is omitted. 
We have thus defined the parametrized data type array 1 ... n of ( ) in 
terms of a functor from Jd" to ~a which is defined for any category 
satisfying condition (2.3), with A the diagram category of (2.2). The 
parameter C in array 1.. .  n of C can then be any object of any such 
category ~,  and since array 1 ..- n of C lives in ~a,  all the operations of 
J f  are "packed" within the specification. 
It seems to us that, in this case, any further estrictions upon ~ would be 
gratuitous. We emphasize, of course, that other specifications may require 
greater or lesser stringency in choosing the categories whose objects serve as 
parameters. We may contrast his with the definition of Thatcher et al. (in 
press): 
"A parametrized specification consists of a parameter signature 
Z, parameter conditions E, resultant signature 27' (with Z ___ Z'), 
and resultant axioms E'. . . .  The specified parametrized type is the 
functor 
Fe : Algz,e ~ Alg~'.e' 
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which is obtained from the functor F: Algz ~ Aig z , . ,  which takes 
each S-algebra A to the (27',E')-algebra freely generated by A, 
restricting it to algebras atisfying E .... 
In contrast o our definition of arrays, we may note: 
(a) That the specified parametrized type is a single functor ~/ '~  ~ '  for 
a fixed ~*, rather than a general recipe for constructing functors applicable 
to a wide class of categories ~U; and 
(b) The category ~ is restricted to be of the specific form Algx. ,  the 
category of (27, E)-algebras. 
3. FIXPOINT APPROACHES TO DATA TYPES 1 
Where Scott (1977) has introduced recursively defined data types as least 
fixed points of continuous functionals and Goguen et al. (1975)have defined 
such data types as initial algebras, Lehmann and Smyth (1981) and others 
have constructed such data types as "least fixpoints" of functorial equations 
XQ ~-Q for x:  ~ ~ an endofunctor. The present section continues the 
work of Lehmann and Smyth by exploring the dual construction of a 
"greatest fixed point." In particular, we show that many interesting data 
types are defined as greatest fixpoints of functorial equations XQ ~- Q that 
live in Set. Successive approximations are given by chains of maps in Set; 
thus no additional order structure need be placed on the objects of the 
category. 
An isomorphism/~: XL ~ L is said to be a leastfixpoint of X if it has the 
universal property 
XL u ' L  
x* 1 ~'~ (3.1) 
XQ ---g--~Q 
that for any 3: XQ ~ Q (not necessarily an isomorphism) there is a unique 
such that (3.1) commutes. 
Here we introduce a dual concept: We say that an isomorphism 
M: G ~ XG is a greatest fixpoint of X if it satisfies the dual universal 
property 
Q a ~XQ 
~1 l x~ 
G ' XG 
M 
A preliminary version of this section was presented asArbib and Manes (1980b). 
(3.2) 
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that for arbitrary A: Q--, XQ, there is a unique qJ: Q ~ G such that (3.2) 
commutes. 
3.1. Examples of Greatest Fixpoints 
Given an input alphabet A and an output set Y, consider the following 
specification of the "state" of an automaton: a state is an output together 
with a next-state function from the inputs. In functorial form, 
XQ~Q,  XQ= Y× [A~Q]. (3.3) 
In the category Set, the least fixpoint is the empty set. On the other hand, 
(3.3) has [A*~ Y] as greatest fixpoint, and the universal property (3.2) 
reads as 
Q - a=(~r) , Yx[A~Q]  
°I 1 
[A * ~ Y] M ' Y X [A ~ [A * ~ Y]I. 
(3.4) 
Here, the isomorphism M sends a mapf :A*~ Y to the pair (f(A),JL(.)), 
where for each a in A,fL  a is the map w ~ f(aw). Any A: Q ~ Y x [A ~ Q] 
amounts to a state-transition ~: Q × A--,A together with an output map 
fl: Q-~ Y, and (3.4) then unpacks as 
a(q)(A) = fl(q), a(q)(aw) = a(7(q, a))(w). 
Which defines a(q) as the observability map of q, as in automata theory. 
For the second example, assume given a function f :A  ~A +B and 
consider the data type A *B + A ~ that arises in defining the historical iterate 
g :A~A*B+A ~ of f Here g(a)=(al ..... a, ,b) in A*B if iteration 
terminates after passing through the sequence (a 1 ..... a,) of "states" in A, 
before exit with value b; while g(a) is the infinite sequence of "states" in A 
obtained by repeated application o f f  if exit never occurs. This type satisfies 
the fixpoint equation 
XQ~Q,  XQ=(A×Q)+B (3.5) 
whose least fixpoint is only A*B but whose greatest fixpoint is indeed 
A *B + A o% with the isomorphism 
M:A*B + A °~-~ (A X (A*B + A°~)) + B 
sending b in A*B to b in B; awb in A*B to (a, wb) in A X A *B; and aw in 
A°° to (a,w) inAXA°% 
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Now consider the least fixpoint property 
Q a , (A×Q)+B 
q I xg 
A*B+A ~° ,AX(A*B+A~)+B.  
(3.6) 
We may (Arbib and Manes, 1980a) decompose A into two partial functions 
d I with domain A- I (A  × Q) and A 2 with domain A- I (B) .  Then we define the 
partial function din): Q ~A * × Q inductively by 
A~°'(q) = (A, q) 
whereas for n >~ 1, 
A~n)(q) =- (a , . . .  a n, qn), if A~ n-l) = (al "'" an- l ,  qn-1) is defined, 
and A l(qn-1) = (an, qn) is defined, 
= undefined, if not. 
It is then clear that 
g(q)= a2a2.. ,  an. . .  , 
= a la2 . . .an_ lb  , 
in A ~ ifA]")(q) = (al ".. a , ,  q,) is defined 
for every n ) 1. 
in A*B i fA~"-X(q)= (a I ... an_ l ,qn_ l )  is 
defined, and A2(qn_ 1) = b. 
In particular, if we rep lace f :A~A+B by A=(d iag+B)  o f :A~A+ 
B --} A × A + B (where diag(a) = (a, a)), then we do recapture the desired 
historical iterate g, and (3.6) gives the recursive definition 
g(a) = b, if f (a )  = b in B, 
= f (a ) .  g(f(a)),  otherwise. 
These examples suggest that much more can be done in the category of 
sets than was previously believed. With B --- O in (3.6), we see that A ~ is the 
greatest fixpoint of QX = A × Q in Set, countering Scott's claim that A oo can 
best be constructed as a topological or order-theoretic "completion" of A*. 
To see why a category Dora of ordered domains is not required note that the 
important idea of "finite approximation" in Scott's work arises naturally in 
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the category of sets in view of the way inverse limits are constructed in that 
category: 
Under suitable conditions on X (reviewed in 3.2) the least fixpoint of X is 
given by the colimit construction 
L =col im(X"0 x,t,X,+~O), (3.7) 
n 
where 0 is initial in the category, and t: 0 ~ X0 is the unique map; and we 
now observe that many factors satisfy the dual condition which yields the 
greatest fixpoint as the limit (i.e., inverse limit) 
G = lim (X"+ll x"u, X ' I ) ,  (3.8) 
n 
where 1 is terminal in the category and u: XI ~ 1 is the unique map. 
In the category of sets, an element q of G is represented by a sequence 
qn C X n 1 in which "qn approximates q,+l."  For example, if (3.8) arises from 
(3.5), write 1={5_}. If q=al . . .akbEA*B,  then qo=l ,  q~=a~, 
q2=a~a2,..., qk----al...ak, qk+l=al . . .akb=qk+2=. . .  , whereas qn is 
similarly defined (but not ultimately constant) when q E A o~. 
After a summary of functorial results (mostly known) in 3.2 we shall 
present further examples in the category of sets in 3.3, with particular 
emphasis on finite approximations of infinite trees. 
3.2. Functorial Fixpoints 
An m-chain in a category ~ is a diagram of form 
K .+I~K.~ "" ~K2~KI~K o. 
A functor ~ t is continuous if it preserves limits of m-chains. Dually, 
such a functor is cocontinuous if it preserves colimits of m-cochains (so that 
our cocontinuous functors are what others have called continuous). A 
functor simultaneously continuous and cocontinuous we shall call bicon- 
tinuous. The following result is standard category theory: 
THEOREM 1. Every pointwise product of continuous functors is 
continuous. Every pointwise coproduct of cocontinuous functors is cocon- 
tinuous. The identity functor and all constant functors are bicontinuous. 
For the balance of this section we fix a functor X: ~'~-~ and assume ~)~ 
has an initial object 0, a terminal object 1 and whatever limits of m-chains 
and colimits of m-cochains are needed. 
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An X-dynamics (Arbib and Manes, 1974) is a pair (Q, 6) with 6: XQ ~ Q 
and the category of all X-dynamics with morphisms 
XQ ~ ,Q  
xs I l I (3.9) 
XQ' ~7-~, Q' 
is written Dyn(X). An X-codynamics is a pair (Q,A) with A: Q~XQ,  and 
the category of all X-codynamics with morphisms as in 
Q' ~' ,XQ'  
Y~ I xi (3.10) 
Q ~ XQ 
is written Codyn(X). A fixpoint of X is a pair (Q, 6) with 6: XQ ~ Q an 
isomorphism. In this case (Q,c~) is an X-dynamics and (Q,j-1) is an X- 
codynamics. 
The results for Dyn(X) in Theorems 2 and 3 are from the literature; the 
results for CoDyn(X) follow simply by duality but appear not to have been 
noted before for Set. Related concepts and transfinite versions of Theorem 3 
were extensively studied by a number of workers in Prague in a series of 
papers initiated by Koubek(1971), and surveyed by Ad~mek and 
Trnkova [1978]. The early result cited in Theorem2 was in a different 
context. 
THEOREM 2 (Attributed to Lambek in Barr (1970). I f  Dyn(X) has an 
initial object, it is an isomorphism. If Codyn(X) has a terminal object it is an 
isomorphism. 
This allows us to simplify (3.1) and (3.2) by dropping the isomorphism 
condition. The leastfixpoint of X is the initial object of Dyn(X); the greatest 
fixpoint of X is the terminal object of Codyn(X). 
THEOREM 3 (Adfimek and Koubek, 1979; Lehmann and Smyth, 
1981). I f  X is continuous and G is the limit of (3.8) with projections 
Pn : G -~ X n 1, then there exists unique M such that 
XG xp, , X ~ + 11 
G 
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and (G, M) is the terminal object of CoDyn(X) (and hence is the greatest 
fixpoint of X). Dually, if X is cocontinuous and L is the colimit of (3.7) with 
injections i n : XnO ~ L, there exists unique I~ such that 
X n÷ 10 Xin ~ XL 
L 
and (L,/z) is the initial object of Dyn(X) (and so is the least fixpoint of X). 
In this context, it is interesting to recall our original motivation for the 
study of Dyn(X) (Arbib and Manes, 1974). We may view an X-dynamics 
(Q, 3) equipped with an "initial state map" r: I ~ Q as a map 
XQ+I  (~Q.  
Let us use X z for the functor X i Q -- XQ + I. We say that X: ~ ' -~ ~.U is a 
reeursion process (or input process, or varietor) if X I has a least fixpoint for 
every I in ~W', and we then refer to the unique r defined by 
XIL ~ >L 
J I 
X,r I I r 
$ $ 
x,e (¢--?Q 
as the reachability map of the "initialized machine" (Q, 6,/,  r). We thus have 
COROLLARY. Let ~ have binary eoproduets and og-eolimits. Then every 
continuous X is a recursion process. 
Proof Just apply the above result to Xt, using Theorems 1 and 3. II 
3.3. Infinite Trees in the Category of Sets 
THEOREM 4. For functors Set -, Set, any finite product of cocontinuous 
functors is cocontinuous and any coproduct of continuous functors is 
continuous. Hence bicontinuous functors are closed under finite products and 
arbitrary coproducts. 
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Let O be an operator domain, that is, .c2 is a disjoint sequence (~,)  of sets. 
Xo : Set ~ Set is defined as 
Xo = I I  12,, × (--)". (3.12) 
n$*O 
Then Xo is bicontinuous. 
The least fixpoint of X is the set of all finitely branching trees in which n- 
ary branch nodes are labelled by an element of .O n (so that all leaves are 
labelled by elements of O0). 
To describe the greatest fixpoint, let T be the set of all finitely branching 
trees in which n-ary branch nodes for n >/1 are labelled by elements of O n 
but leaves are labelled by elements of .O 0 or by ±. We shall use {±} as the 
terminal object of Set. For r, s C T write r ~ s (r produces ) if s is obtained 
from r by substituting for each leaf ± in r (if any) a tree of form 
fD 
. / . . . \  (3.13) 
_1_ L 
for 09 in some Om. (If m = 0 the substitution tree is just an element of O o.) 
The greatest fixpoint G is the set of all sequences (r,) in which r 0 = L and 
r, => r ,+l .  To see the isomorphism M: G ~ X,, G, observe that given (rn) in 
G, r 1 has form (3.13) for some o9 E .O m and that the subsequent evolution of 
the ith leaf ± is a sequence (si~) in G; r ,  I ~(w, s 1 ..... s m) describes M. 
In the universal property (3.2), ~u is governed by the interesting recursive 
equation 
where 
CO 
M(qJ(q)) = / ' . . . \  , 
Thus, if 
A(q) = 
O3 
/ . . . \  
ql qm 
A(qt)-- 
i 
r i 
/ . . . \  
i 
rm(i) 
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the first three entries of ~,(q) are 
0) 0)  
3_ 3_ Yl Ym 
/ . . . \  / . . . \  
± 3-1  ± 
If both (3.7) and (3.8) are defined for a given X, then by (3.1) and (3.2) 
there is a unique/% L -* G such that XF = MF#. Here, F embeds each tree in 
L as an ultimately constant sequence. For example, 
/- 
/ . . . \  
a 0)3 embeds as 
/1 \  
b c d 
0)2 
3_7 / \ , 
3_ 3_ a 
09 2 (.0 2 0)  2 
/ \ , / \ , / \ 
0)3 a 0)3 a 0)3 ~ . . . .  
/ I \  / I \  / I \  
3_ ± _L b c d .b c 
(3.15) 
d 
The example culminating in (3.6) is the special case O 0 =B,  ~ =A,  all 
other 12 m empty. 
Further specialization occurs when A, B each has one element. Here the 
least fixpoint is the Peano natural numbers, the universal property (3.1) 
being the principle of simple recursion 
o ~N ~ )N  
I x, 
Q~Q 
x(O) = x0, x(n + 1) = ~(x(n)). 
A codynamics Q -~ Q + 1 amounts to a partial function from Q to Q. The 
greatest fixpoint is N + t oo } with M: N + { ~ } ~ N + { ~ } + 1 the difference 
function M(n) = n -- 1 if n > 0, M(0) = 3_ (where 1 = {3_}), M(oo) = ~.  The 
universal property is 
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Here 
But 
Q ~ ~ Q+I  
N+ {~}--~N+ {oo} + I. 
M(~t(q)) = or, if ~,(q)= ~,  
= ~, (q ) -  1, if q/(q) > 0, 
=L ,  if ~(q)=0.  
q/(q) 4: 0, 
(qJ + 1)(q) = qJ(A(q)), if A(q) is defined, 
= ±, if not. 
Thus q/(q)= 0, if d(q) is undefined, while qJ(q)= n, if Ak(q) is defined for 
1 <~ k < n but An(q) is undefined, and qJ(q) = oo, if Ak(q) is always defined. 
The functor of (3.3) is of the form X~ (set £2 A = Y) and so is bicon- 
tinuous. 
4. STACKS AND QUEUES 
Given a set E of elements, we may (as do, e.g., Lehmann and Smyth 
(1981) obtain the stack of elements from E by forming the least fixpoint of 
the functor XQ = 1 + E × Q, which is the isomorphism 
tt: I +EXS~S.  
This defines stack functions by 
A =/~ • in z : 1 ~ S, which defines the empty stack, 
and 
push=/ . t - in2 :  E x S ~ S. 
From/~-  ~ : S ~ 1 + E × S, we obtain the partial functions 
a: S ~ 1 defined only on the empty stack, 
and 
fl: S ~ E × S defined only on nonempty stacks, 
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0 ~- XO J,- X20  ~, . . .  ~ xno  ~, , . .  
FIGURE 2 
which decomposes to yield the two stack functions 
top=pr  1. f l  : S ~ E ,  
and 
pop=pr  2 . f l  : S - - r  S .  
In short, all the operations associated with the stack data type may be 
"unpacked" from the isomorphism/z, and so we may say that the least fixed 
point ¢t: 1 + E X S ~ S is the data type. 
It is then clear that the notion of stack is immediately available as a 
parametrized data type: 
DEFINITION. Let E be any object of a category ~ such that the functor 
X E Q = 1 + E × Q is defined and cocontinuous. Then the parametrized data 
type stack of ( )  is defined for E, and sends E to the least fixpoint 
/@ : 1 + E × S E ~ S E of X E. Thus, for each suitable E in ~,  stack of E is an 
object of the diagram category ~ '~"  whose objects are single morphisms in 
,2"'. 
Let us now look at the colimit construction for stack of E (abbreviating 
X E to X, and S E to S). S is defined by the colimit in Fig. 2. We note, by 
induction, that 
XO=I  +EXO~I ,  X~O=I+E×I_~I+E 
and, generally, X"0 ~ 1 + E + -.. +E  ~-1, and we shall use the latter form 
for X"0. 
Because the functor X preserves colimits, we have that (X"+101n ~> 0) 
has colimit (Xk , :X"+IO~XS) .  Since we have the cocone (X"+10 k,+l S), 
we obtain ~t as the unique XS ~ S as in Fig. 3. 
Xkn 
X n+l  0 = 1 + E >< X"O ~XS 
FIGURE 3 
643/52/2-3 
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We now show that this construction enables us to define a queue as the 
FIFO version of the stack (which is LIFO). We will then contrast this 
specification with the equational specification approach. 
On the model of the definition of top and pop, we want to use the 
definition of a stack to yield a queue simply by adding the definition for the 
partial function (each with the nonempty stacks as domain of definition) 
last: S ~ E which returns the last element of a nonempty stack; 
and 
front: S ~ S which returns the stack obtained by deleting the last 
element from a nonempty stack. 
We must do this using only the apparatus from the definition of/2. Just as 
we obtained top and pop from/2-11 S --3. 1 + E × S, so shall we now define a 
function 7: S ~ 1 + S × E from which we may obtain last and front. Note 
well that this construction goes through for any E which admits the 
definition of stack of E. 
To define 7: S~ 1 + S ×E,  we define maps 7n:Xn0 ~ 1 + S ×E,  and 
then obtain 7 as the unique solution of 
Xn 0 k, ~ I+SXE 
I 
$ 
I+S×E 
The inductive definition of 7, proceeds as 
70=! :0~ I+S×E,  71= in1 : I~ I+SXE.  
Then, for n >/1, we motivate the definition of 
7n+l: Xn+IO=I+EXXnO~I+SX E 
by the set-theoretic case (noting that the E in S × E and E × X'O are "at 
opposite ends"). Since 
X"+~0=I+EX( I+EXX" -10)~_ I+E× I+E×EXXn-10  
there are three situations for an element w is X "+ 10 in Set: 
w = (e, s) 
w = A ~ 7n + ~ w = A ( tak ing  1 = {A } in Set) ,  
w=(e ,A)~ 7n+1 w =(A,e) ,  
with s 4= A =~ 7, + l(W) = (e. front(s), last(s)). 
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l+E×XnO 
1 Yn +1 
~t~_+S× 
E xxno  
EX( 
(EXl)+(E: 
S~ 
E 
E Xy n 
+SX E) 
SXE) 
(push'(P rl,Pr2),P r3)/ 
FIGURE 4 
Given Y0 and Yl as above, we use this motivation to define ~]n+l (n >/1) in 
the general setting by Fig. 4, where A = A • ]: E × 1 ~ 1 ~ S, and we have 
assumed our category such that products distribute over coproducts. 
We have already mentioned the approach (let us call it ES) to the abstract 
specification of data types which uses an, equational specification of many- 
sorted algebras. In this approach, a queue is defined by two sorts S and E, 
together with operators 
A: 1--+S 
push: ExS- -+S 
front: S ~ S + {error} 
last: S~E+ {error} 
subject to the equations (using the obvious abbreviations p, f ,  and l) 
f (A )  = error, 
f (p(e,  A)) = A, 
e(p(e,, p(e2, s))) = p(e,, f(e2, s))), 
I(A) = error, 
l(p(e, A)) = e, 
l(p(e,, p(e 2 , s))) = l(p(e 2, s)). 
Confronted with these equations, the ES approach then constructs the 
initial algebra which corresponds to them. Given the nature of the functions 
involved, the construction is elaborate. By its nature, it does not make it at 
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all obvious that the resultant data structure is indeed a "stack with FIFO 
retrieval." 
However, the reader will immediately see that the intuition that led the ES 
theorist o write the equations--and his job is just begun--is what led us 
write the inductive defnition of ~ on the stack--and our job is already 
completed. Specifically, the three pairs of equations correspond to the three 
pieces of 
Xn+10=I+E×( I+E×Xn-10)~I+E× I+E×E×Xn-10  
with typical elements A, (e,A), and (e l, e2, s). 
4. REMARKS BY WAY OF CONCLUSION 
The main contribution of this paper is the systematic introduction of 
greatest fixpoint into the setting proposed by Lehmann and Smyth (1981) 
(but without emphasis on categories of ordered sets). Why have these 
greatest fixpoints not received attention previously? They were always 
available as the dual theory to that for least fxpoints. We offer two possible 
explanations. 
The first evolves from a well-known method of assigning semantics to a 
recursive specification of a partial function D ~ D for some set D. Regard 
the set Pfn(D, D) of all such functions as an a~-complete poset with the 
extension ordering and with least element the everywhere undefined function 
±. Usually, the specification 
f : :=  ~(f )  
is such that ~: Pfn(D, D)~ Pfn(D, D) is continuous, and so by the theorem 
of Kleene (1952), it has the supremum of 
± 4 ~(±) 4 v,~(±) 4... 
for least fixpoint (the desired semantics in most cases). As Lehmann and 
Smyth point out, this is a special case of the functorial east fixpoint. The 
details are well known and take the form 
special case general case 
partially ordered set category 
monotone map functor 
continuous map cocontinuous functor 
least element initial object 
equality isomorphism. 
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The greatest fixpoint of ~,: Pfn(D, D)~ PIn(D, D) need not exist because 
Pfn(D,D) does not have a greatest element. We suggest, then, that one 
reason greatest fixpoints have been ignored is that people sought to 
generalize xclusively from recursive specifications of functions to recursive 
specifications of data types. 
A second possible reason surfaced in conversation with Gordon Plotkin in 
June 1982. Apparently he and Smyth had considered the greatest fixpoint 
construction i Set but had abandoned it because of an inability to deal with 
incomplete specification. For example, in the set A * + A ~ arising from the 
greatest fixpoint of XQ = (A X Q) + B (with B a 1-element set), there are 
limit projections representing an infinite list as the sequence of its finite 
sublists, but there is no actual list of form 
alan'" a n&, 
where L is an "as yet undetermined" list. We leave it to the reader to judge if 
this objection is countered by the results of Section 3.3. And we certainly 
concede that there are enough least fixpoints of functors on categories of 
domains to produce the principal carrier of all data types of interest. Our 
advocacy of the greatest fixpoint construction is based on its universal 
property (3.2). It is hard to imagine how the observability map of (3.4) could 
arise using the universal property of a least fixpoint. Indeed, it is sometimes 
natural to use both universal properties together. Thus, the usual iterate 
f*: A ~ B of f :  A ~ A + B arises as the composition 
f t :A  g~A*B+A °° P~A*B laSt~B, 
where g is the historical iterate of Section 3 arising from the universal 
property of a greatest fixpoint, p is the partial function p(w)= w with 
domain A'B ,  and l as t :A*B~B maps a 1 ... anb to b. But last arises from 
the universal property (3.1) of the least fixpoint of (3.5) 
(A XA*B)+B ~' ~ A*B  
(A XB)+B h , B, 
where h(a, b) = b, h(b ) = b. 
Such examples uggest hat the mathematical theory of data types will 
best be served by the explicit recognition of the greatest fixpoint, and by the 
freeing of the study of fixpoints from any necessary dependence on ordered 
objects. 
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